HOISTWAY SECTION

SAFETY BEAM 6000 LBS.  CAPACITY (BY OTHERS) CENTERED OVER RAILS AT TOP OF HOISTWAY. MAY REQUIRE REMOVAL LATER FOR LEGAL OVERHEAD.

SEE WIND OVERHEAD TABLE

CONSULT LOCAL SALES OFFICE IF TRAVEL > 60 FT.

HOISTWAY PLAN

1. BF SQ. BLOCKOUT @ Pit FLR. FOR JACK UNIT
2. LIMIT SWITCHES. APPROX. 200 FT. LOWEST LANDING (BY OTHERS)
3. Pit Stop Switch
4. Pit Laser (BY OTHERS)
5. SPIGOT BUMPERS LOCATED ON Pit FLR.
6. Limit Switch
7. Tape Selector

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC
ELEVATORS & ESCALATORS